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Tektronix PLOT 10® Interactive

Graphics Library ( IGL) offers an
extensive set of standard tools for

the applications software designer.

PLOT 10 IGL is a host- independent

library of routines for graphics and text

interaction . These routines increase

productivity by allowing a software

designer to concentrate on the

application , not on the particular

characteristics of the graphics system .

Widespread acceptance of PLOT 10

IGL extends the life of the applications
software and minimizes maintenance

and retraining costs . A company can
take advantage of rapidly changing

display technology while still retaining

its investment in host software. By

linking in a new device driver module,

an application program that calls IGL
routines can be run with , for example,

a larger display, a color terminal , or a

terminal with local intelligence.

The design of IGL is based on the

concepts suggested in the ACM

SIGGRAPH proposed core system . In

further response to the user's need for

consistency, standardization and

compatibility in computer graphics

software, PLOT 10 IGL is written to

work with ANSI FORTRAN '66 and '77.

It has been installed and tested on

most major computer systems.

PLOT 10 IGL consists of a basic pack

age the Primary Command Set

which includes device drivers , host

interface routines , and several optional

packages with advanced features

such as Color Panel Support, Line

Smoothing , Graphics Text Composer,

Three-Dimensional Graphics , and

Graphics Segments Support. IGL's

modular structure ( Figure 1) allows an

applications programmer to select

only those packages required for a

specific task, additional features can

be licensed to expand the library as

needed .

The Primary Command Set

The Primary Command Set contains
the fundamental routines needed to

output two-dimensional graphics and

text to Tektronix graphics terminals

and plotters . Its services include:

all two-dimensional line drawing ,

windowing , rotation and scaling ; text

manipulation ; graphic input (GIN);

the capture and replay of device

independent graphics information ;
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host file communications ; and

character string and number
conversion.

System Environment,

Graphic Environment,

Graphic Action ,

Text Environment,

Text Action ,

Host File and I/O,

Utilities .

PRIMARY COMMAND SET

Each Primary Command set routine

may be thought of as grouped into

one of seven functional categories

(Figure 2):
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System Environment . The System
Environment routines enable the pro

grammer to establish various IGL

environmental conditions prior to or

during the running of a program . Set

ting the environment may simply be a

matter of initializing the communica

tions baud rate . Or the programmer

may want to save the status of several

environmental conditions (such as

transforms, text, or graphics status);

to restore previously saved environ

mentals; to display an error code; to

open or close communications to

IGL; or to save graphics information

and replay it later.

3-D
GRAPHICS
SUPPORT

IGL's device independence is evident

in the System Environment routines . A

program calls GRSTRT ("Graphics

Start") , for example , to initialize IGL.

For GRSTRT's arguments , the pro
gram specifies a device number

(such as a Tektronix 4014-1 , 4107,

CX4109, 4115B or 4510) and a sec
ond number that indicates the

attached terminal options (such as

a graphics tablet , or 4115B extended

addressability) . IGL will then route

commands through the specified
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device driver. IGLINI may be used in

place of GRSTRT to provide the

operator with an interactive prompt

for the target terminal number and
IGL will then communicate with the

terminal in its native language.

The System Environment Capture/

Relay routines (OPNCAP, CLOCAP,

and REPLAY) also contribute to

device independent programming .
Pictures that were originally de

veloped on a 4014-1 Computer Dis

play Terminal, for example , can be

captured (saved) into a permanent

file and then replayed (output for dis

play) on a 4107 or 4115B computer

display terminal . IGL accomplishes

this by capturing the input to

graphics commands rather than the

command output . Therefore, when

the program specifies a new device

by calling the NEWDEV or GRSTRT

routines , IGL sends the captured

picture data through the appropriate

device driver. Drawings may be

shared by many users regardless of

the type of graphics display used .

The Capture/Replay routines can be

used to simplify the drawing of a

complex schematic diagram . A

program may capture repetitious

portions of the diagram in a file and

replay them interactively at specified

locations on the display. Capture/

Replay files are also beneficial in

developing templates , drawing back

grounds , or as an aid in debugging

output before sending it to a plotter or

4510 Color Graphics Rasterizer with

4692 Color Graphics Copier.
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Graphic Action and Environment.

The Graphic Action and Graphic

Environment routines reflect IGL's

environmental approach to computer

graphics. The programmer first writes

object drawing subroutines with the

Graphic Action commands such as

MOVE and DRAW. The Graphic
Environment commands determine

how the graphics data generated by

the Graphic Action routines are to be

displayed . These environmentals , for

example, can be called to set the

following conditions : vectors drawn

in dashed lines , vector clipping ,

"smoothness" of an arc or circle, and

specification of an object's angle
of rotation .

The environmental graphics tech

nique employed enables the modifi

cation of applications with a minimum

of program corrections . For example,

to change dotted lines on a blueprint
to dashed lines , the programmer

simply changes the graphics environ

ment from the default of solid lines to

a dash pattern by calling the DASHPT

routine. To change line color for plot

ter or terminal output, the programmer
calls the LINCLR routine . A standard

library of basic part drawings may be

shared by many applications,

improving consistency while reduc

ing programming time.

The Graphic Environment routines

provide color control flexibility for

terminals with color capabilities.

Colors can be defined using the

Tektronix standard method of hue,

lightness, and saturation (HLS) . Color

mixtures may also be created with the

red , green , and blue (RGB) or cyan,

magenta , and yellow (CMY) methods.

IGL adapts to traditional color mixing

techniques for setting line and text

color on demand .

Text Environment and Action.

Graphics text has its own environ

ment and action routines . The pro

gram can specify an environment

such as centered text, height, width ,

slant, color, and even a new font . A

call to the TEXT routine then outputs

the string(s) according to the

environmental specifications . With

IGL, centering titles and aligning text

to graphics becomes simple.

Host File and I/O. The Host File and

I/O routines offer a means of reading

from and writing to host resident files

that contain either real numbers or

character data . These routines pro

vide a computer- independent I/O

capability, allowing the easy move

ment of programs from one system
to another.



Utilities. Every programmer needs

a convenient set of utilities to manipu

late numbers and text when design

ing highly interactive programs . The

functions of these routines include

transforming coordinates from one

coordinate system to another; con

verting strings of characters to

FORTRAN integers or real numbers;

converting the FORTRAN integers

and real numbers back to character

strings; and converting characters

from one format to another. PLOT 10

IGL allows the programmer to

develop user-friendly interactive

graphics applications.

Device Drivers

A major part of the design of PLOT 10

IGL is device independence from

both host and terminal character

istics . A device driver is the software

interface between the main body of

code and the terminal itself, which

resolves differences between the

demands ofthe application and

the physical characteristics of the

display. This allows a program to

generate the same display on a wide

variety of terminals and plotters by

simply changing the value of the

arguments in a single subroutine call

such as NEWDEV through either

editing the program or prompting the

operator for the device number.

PLOT 10 IGL device drivers make use

of any special terminal features avail

able to reduce the communications

load , improve the display, or perform

special functions . As new products

are added to upgrade a graphics

system, appropriate device drivers

can be linked in to gain immediate

use of previously developed applica

tions programs.

Host Interface Routines

The host interface routines form the

software interface to a host com

puter's operating system . These

routines are used to communicate

with the terminal through the available

data communications link and to pro

vide access to host disk files . The

purpose of the host interface routines

is to ease and standardize PLOT 10

IGL usage among different operating

systems. Changes in a user's

operating systems, then , will not af

fect any part of IGL except the small

system-level utilities .

Advanced Features

The advanced features are optional

routines which serve to enhance or

extend IGL's graphics and text capa

bilities . The functions of some of the

routines are directly related to ad

vanced terminal features . When the

program calls these routines , IGLwill

automatically take advantage of the

terminal's firmware. If a feature is

missing from the device (e.g. dashed

line patterns) , IGL will emulate the

feature.

The advanced feature routine mod

ules include Color Panel Support,

Line Smoothing , the Graphics Text

Composer, Three-Dimensional

Graphics , and Graphics Segments

Support.

Color Panel Support . The Color

Panel Support routines enable IGL to

draw panels- closed areas on a
surface and to fill the interior of the

panels with color patterns . A program

can use the filled panels to highlight

data or add information to a picture.

Color Panel Support provides panel

quality selection utilizing hardware

capabilities or software emulation .

The program can also mix any com

bination of the default colors for a

palette of user and terminal-defined

patterns . An application can use its

own color patterns to create an effect

of shading or texture in a picture .

Figure 5.

CIN

Since PLOT 10 IGL is device inde

pendent, on non-color graphics dis

play terminals IGL automatically

emulates color patterns with line

patterns . The panels are filled with

any one of 25 default patternsof

varying line angles and densities . It is

also possible to replace one or more

of the default patterns with user

defined line patterns . When IGL is

directed to draw patterns on a

Tektronix plotter, the plotter's device

driver will, if necessary, send a

prompt message to the display

requesting a pen change or auto

matically select colors on multi-pen

plotters.

Line Smoothing . Line Smoothing

makes it easier to draw curved lines

or to create text characters for a soft

ware font . With these routines, a

smoothed curve can be drawn by

specifying three or more points . The

smoothness of the curve can be var

ied to balance drawing speed and

data transmission time.

Line Smoothing supports applica

tions which require smooth contour

lines through empirical data points ,

such as publication -quality graphs,

weather maps, stress lines in Finite

Element Modeling ( FEM) , and land

elevation maps . The program simply

calls the SMOOTH routine before

drawing vectors . IGL then draws

smoothed lines or curves passing

through each specified point instead.

ofstraight lines.



The Line Smoothing algorithm fits a

quadratic curve to the specified data

to draw the starting and ending seg
ments of a smoothed line . The algo

rithm switches to a locally fit cubic

spline to draw the interior smoothed

line segments . A locally fit cubic

spline saves memory because it

does not require that all of the points

in the curve be known before per

forming any smoothing . Instead , the

locally fit cubic spline "steps" along a

curve, smoothing one segment at a
time with minimal look ahead .

To assure the smooth closing of poly

gons , the package includes the

routine CLOPOL. CLOPOL causes

the starting and ending vectors ofthe

polygon to overlap so that the same

degree of smoothness is maintained

for the entire figure . The polygon is

automatically closed without seams

or visual breaks in the curve.

Five utility routines accompanythe

package to allow direct access to

Line Smoothing algorithms . The

SPLINE routine calculates and re

turns the valid coefficients of a cubic

polynomial fitted within a specified

interval; DIST computes the cumula

tive distances along a line ; the routine

LLSQ can be used to fit a curve by

means of the "least squares" method ,

returning the polynomial which best

fits the specified data ; POLVAL pro

vides the value of a polynomial for a

given X-axis coordinate ; and , the
NORMAL routine returns the normal

ized version of a matrix , which is

useful in matrix reduction problems

such as solving systems of simul

taneous equations and finding
inverse matrices .

Graphics Text Composer. The

Graphics Text Composer offers the

capability to manipulate and display

high quality text ( Figure 6) . A program

can combine the text with graphics

for publishing applications . First

select environmental parameters

such as the font , degree of rotation ,

size slant, color, and text justification

(left, right, or center) . Then specify

proportional or constant spacing
between characters . A call to the text

action routine TEXT outputs the text

string according to the environmental

specifications .

GRAPHICS TEXT COMPOSER

Many quality character fonts

MathEnglish

Tektronix

Informatic

Display

Special

Allegro

3

mp

O

On Wings

A=f²e-otdt

Figure 6.

While TEXT is most useful for the

output of short text strings where all

the characters look the same, the

routine TYPESET provides for

changing the IGL text environment

during text processing . Through the
use of TYPESET's embedded com

mands, it is possible to output a text

string in which each character is a
different color or size or from a dif

ferent font . Text strings may contain

embedded commands to change the

scale, slant, color, or font; to under

line, tab, or move down a specified

number of lines ; to center text or to

justify it from the left or right margins;

and to do superscripting and sub

scripting of characters . Composing a

page of text, for example, which

contains complex mathematical for

mulas is a simple procedure with IGL.

Cartographic

The Graphics Text Emulation routines

enable software emulation of special

character fonts , developmentof

custom software-generated char

acter fonts , and software emulation of

text manipulation (such as rotating ,

slanting , and sizing ) . Applications are

further served by a collection of

English Character, Math , and Special

Symbol fonts. Markers (unscaled

centered symbols) are supported for

such applications as the annotation

of geologic maps . The use of char

acter fonts is made more efficient

through demand paging , a technique

which accesses disk space to man

age the fonts when memory space
is limited .
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Three-Dimensional Graphics

Software (3-D) . The 3-D Graphics

Support routines ( Figure 3) enable

IGL to move , draw, and transform

vectors in a three-dimensional world

space (Figure 5) . All previously dis

cussed graphics and text routines

interact with and are enhanced by the

3-D Graphics software package. By

performing graphics with three axes

(X, Y, and Z), applications can create

isometric piping diagrams , examine

clearances within a complex struc

ture, prepare the input and display

the output of finite element analysis,

and add impact to the display of

statistical data using color and

panels.

IGL allows the combination of two

dimensional and 3- D graphics

through means of "billboards." A bill

board is a plane defined by three

points in space. It can be viewed as a

"mini 2- D system" that can be

created and positioned anywhere

within the 3- D world space. Billboards

are used to place 2- D text or graphics

on or near 3-D objects . Both 3-D ob

jects and billboards may be viewed

from any angle. The program can

also specify front and back plane

clipping of a 3-D image.



A 3-D object is defined in 3-D world

space, but the display surface is

two-dimensional . The screen images

are the result of mathematical calcu

lations that project the 3-D object on

a 2-D surface. Two types of projection

are offered with IGL's 3-D Graphics

package: parallel and perspective. In

parallel projection , the size of an ob

ject on the screen is not affected by

its distance from the viewer. In

perspective projection , the farther an

object is from the viewer, the smaller

it appears to be. Multi-view ortho

graphic projections can also be per
formed . Possible variations include

plan views, elevated orthographic,

and axonometric projections.

An application can interact with 3-D

graphics . IGL supports the LOCATE

routine for identifying X,Y coordinates

in 2-D space. The 3- D Graphics

package offers a similar routine for

identifying X,Y, Z coordinates on any

active billboard in 3- D space (Figure

7) . If, for example , annotation of a

structural beam is required , its end

points may be selected with the

LOC3D routine. The program can

then label the beam's length with

centered text of any desired font.

3-D pictures may be captured like

holograms on a disk by using the

OPNCAP routine . The application

program can allow interactive selec

tion of a new viewpoint in space

before redisplaying the object. This

feature allows a plotter or terminal to

draw multiple views of an object for

analysis or publication while signifi

cantly reducing the time needed to

process complex objects .

Graphics Segments Support. A

graphics segment is a specific part of

a picture which can be displayed and

manipulated individually, without af

fecting the rest of the picture data.

The graphics programmer can divide

a computerized picture into seg

ments, ordered collections of "primi

tives" like lines , characters , markers ,

and panels . The programmer can

then modify the whole picture by

identifying , manipulating , and

displaying individual segments.
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The Graphics Segments Support

routines allow the easy interactive

manipulation of graphics segments

(Figure 4) . The package is beneficial

for any application that involves the

dynamic assembly or manipulation of

picture or system components . In cir

cuit design applications , for example ,

a programmer would provide as

graphics segments all the necessary

symbols and components (such as

resistors , capacitors , and diodes

Figure 8) . An engineer at the terminal,

then , could interactively display each

component, position it on the screen ,

rotate and scale it , and so on . The

segments , in effect , act as " building

blocks" with which the engineer con

structs the displayed circuit design .

Other applications in which segments

are useful include:

50

Chemical analysis- Complex

molecular structures can be built

from smaller molecules and moved

dynamically on the display to model
chemical reactions .

■ Mechanical design- to select or

design components and subassem

blies and interactively combine

them into fully developed layouts.

■ Office and site planning - to create

menus of typical sub-modules, then

test alternative layouts quickly and

efficiently.

1976
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■ Process plant design- to assem

ble major process modules from

components , improving existing

applications with a faster method of

visualizing change.

■ Systems science- to manipulate

graphics segments to generate

organizational charts or flow charts.

The Graphics Segments Support

routines may be used to modify the

displayed segment by changing

certain characteristics of the seg
ment. These characteristics , called

"dynamic segment attributes "

include:

Image transformation - A dis

played segment can be rotated ,

translated (shifted in position), and

scaled without affecting other

segments .

■ Visibility- Each segment can be

made invisible and visible again on
command .

Highlighting- Segments can be

highlighted for visual emphasis.

■ Display priority- Display priority

determines which segment will be

logically in front of others in case of

visual overlap . The order in which

segments are displayed can be

changed at any time.

■ Detectability- A graphic input

(GIN) operation called "picking"
allows the user to select dis

played segments for editing or

manipulation .



■ Class membership - Segments

can be individually added to or de
leted from sets of "classes " of seg

ments. The dynamic attributes of

entire classes can be modified by a

single command .

In addition to modifying dynamic

segment attributes , segments may
be deleted and renamed . Also, the

graphics contents of a segment can

be copied into another segment. This

function provides an easy wayto

create pictures that contain many
identical images , such as multiple re

sistors in a circuit diagram or win
dows in an architectural drawing .

The Graphics Segment Support is
compatible with all other advanced.

features of PLOT 10 IGL which are

linked in a system . A graphics seg
ment under IGL can include smooth

lines, color panels , composed

graphics text, three-dimensional.

graphics, or any combination of these

features , as well as the standard

two-dimensional graphics.

The Graphics Segments Support

package is device independent and

will adapt automatically to the type of
terminal in use.

When using the Graphics Segments

Support routines with the appropriate
device drivers , IGL takes advantage

of the local segment capabilities of
terminals such as the Tektronix 4110B

Series . In this case , all segments are

stored and manipulated locally rather

than on the host computer. The re

sults are a marked increase in display

speed and a decrease in data com
munications traffic .

The Graphics Segments Support

package also provides downward

compatibility for terminals that do not

have local segment capabilities , such
as a Tektronix 4105. In this case, all

segment information is stored and

manipulated on the host computer.

Only the resulting graphics data and

text are sent to the terminal for

display.

Graphics Segments Support is the

highest level of utility defined in the

ACM-SIGGRAPH 'Core' proposal.

PLOT 10 IGL with Graphics Segments

Support has the tool set needed to

create the automated drafting board .

To create symbols , define models for

structural analysis and view results.

To save drawings and share them

throughout a facility with terminal and

CPU independence. To interactively

zoom-in on detail , overlay maps and

blueprints . And effectively combine

the processing speed of today's

computers with the most productive

man-machine interface, computer

graphics.

HOST ENVIRONMENT

4010C01 PLOT 10 IGL

Language : ANSI FORTRAN

'66 or '77

PLOT 10 IGL is a library of graphic

subroutines . Memory occupancy is

primarily a function of the needs of an

application program, compiler effi

ciency, operating system overhead ,

and CPU word size . Loading all the

options and device drivers at one
time on an IBM 4300* could reach

700 K bytes .

The following table lists lines of

FORTRAN source code in several

graphics modules . Installing the pri

mary Command Set and a device

driver will provide a rule -of-thumb to

estimate memory requirement for

additional components of the library.
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Primary Command Set

Panel Support

Graphics Text Composer
Line Smoothing

Graphic Segments

3-D Graphics
4010 Device Driver

4014 Device Driver

4662 Device Driver

4663 Device Driver

4510 Device Driver

4025A Device Driver

4027A Device Driver

4112/4113B Device Driver

4114B Device Driver

4115B Device Driver

4105 Device Driver

4107/09 Device Driver

CX4107/09 Device Driver

IBM MVS/TSO I/O*

IBM VM /CMS I/O*

DEC 20 1/ *

DEC VAX I/O*

MORTRAN configurator

DATADIRECTIONREGISTERS

12
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250
500
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6

Several options in the library include

duplicate subroutines . For example
4100 and 4110 Series device drivers ,

when installed together, share 60%

common code.

92
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145 612
d

The MORTRAN configurator program

packaged with your order can be

used to generate application specific
subsets of PLOT 10 IGL on site, and

be used for subsequent program
development if desired .
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COPIER CONTROLLER
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ENIP - 1 ( -2,3 )
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ENIP - ( -3 )

P155

P280
J280 A6□

INIA6

4,900

660

5,000

6,100

16,000

6,100

8,000

3,200

RESET -01-31

690

740

940

11,000

9,000

11,000

2,700

11.000

11,000

2,500

LEFTDATA- O(P2-11 )

A1 11

560

960

700

780

1,080

1,370

P155RIGHTDATA - B(P2-121

WAIT- O( J1003-141

Figure 8.
The incorporation of Graphic Segments is an essential tool in Computer Aided Design
applications . Logic diagrams, for example, may be created , cataloged , retrieved , modified
and combined with other graphics in minutes rather than hours.



6000 FAMILY WORKSTATION

ENVIRONMENT

6000P73 PLOT 10 IGL

Language: ANSI FORTRAN '77

PLOT 10 IGL is available in a pre

compiled version for the Tektronix

6000 Family of Intelligent Graphics

Workstations using the Tektronix UTek

Operating System environment sup

porting 4100 and 4110 Series color

graphic terminals.

The 6000 Family Workstation im

plementation requires the following

6000 Family hardware configuration :
1.5-2.0 MB memory
20-40 MB hard disk

TEKTRONIX CP/M-86* LOCAL

ENVIRONMENT

4110P73 PLOT 10 IGL

Language: FORTRAN '86

PLOT 10 IGL is available in a pre

compiled version for the 4110 Series

Local Programmability option , directly

supporting the 4110 color graphics

terminals .

The local implementation requires the

following 4110 hardware configuration:

512 K memory (minimum)
10 MB hard disk

Ordering Information : Your local

Tektronix Sales Engineer will assist

you in selection of I/O routines for

your host computer; advanced fea

ture options to fit your application re

quirements or hardware configura

tions for the local and workstation

environments.

Tektronix provides a full complement

of device drivers with each package

of PLOT 10 IGL.

Software Marketer Licenses are

available in addition to standard end

user agreements.

Each order is configured on magnetic

tape or disk . You will receive exten

sive user level documentation . In

stallation instructions and several

User's Reference Guides (pocket

guides) are included .

Compatability : Enjoy the benefits of

host computer processing power and

quick response of local and worksta

tion graphics manipulation by order

ing both a host and local/workstation

version of PLOT 10 IGL.

Customer Software Services

A Software Subscription Service is

available to keep your PLOT 10 IGL

current .

Tektronix software products described
herein are the sole property of Tek
tronix , Inc. or third parties from whom
Tektronix has obtained a marketing
right . Software may not be copied or
reproduced in any form without the ex

press written permission of Tektronix ,

Inc. All copies and reproductions shall

be the property of Tektronix , Inc. or
such third parties and must bear this

copyright notice and ownership state
ment in its entirety.

PLOT 10 is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc.

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation .

DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation .

CP/M -86 is a registered tradename of Digital Research , Inc.

For further information , contact:

U.S.A. , Asia , Australia , Central &

South America, Japan
Tektronix , Inc.
P.O. Box 1700

Beaverton , Oregon 97075
For additional literature , or the address

and phone number of the Tektronix

Sales Office nearest you , contact:
Phone: (800) 547-1512

Oregon only: (800) 452-1877

TWX: (910) 467-8708
TLX: 151754
Cable : TEKWSGT

Europe, Africa, Middle East

Tektronix Europe B.V.
European Headquarters
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands

Phone: (20) 471146
Telex: 18312 - 18328

Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie , Ontario L4M 4V3

Phone: (705) 737-2700

Tektronix sales and service offices
around the world :

Albania, Algeria , Argentina, Australia ,

Austria , Bangladesh , Belgium , Bolivia,
Brazil, Bulgaria , Canada , Peoples
Republic of China, Chile , Colombia,

Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia , Denmark,

East Africa , Ecuador , Egypt, Federal

Republic of Germany , Fiji AWA New

Zealand , Finland , France , Greece , Hong

Kong , Hungary, Iceland , India, Indonesia,

Ireland , Israel , Italy , Japan , Jordan ,
Korea, Kuwait, Lebanon , Malaysia,
Mexico, The Netherlands , New Zealand ,

Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan , Panama,
Peru, Philippines , Poland, Portugal,
Qatar, Republic of South Africa,

Romania , Saudi Arabia , Singapore,
Spain , Sri Lanka , Sudan , Sweden ,

Switzerland , Syria , Taiwan , Thailand ,
Turkey , Tunisia , United Arab Emirates,

United Kingdom , Uruguay, USSR ,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia , Zambia,
Zimbabwe.

Some of the products , options or services mentioned in this
brochure may not be available outside the USA. Contact
your local Tektronix representative for details.

Copyright 1985 , Tektronix , Inc. All rights reserved . Printed
in U.S.A. Tektronix products are covered by U.S. and foreign
patents, issued and pending . Information in this publication
supersedes that in all previously published material . Specifi
cation and price change privileges reserved . TEKTRONIX,
TEK, SCOPE-MOBILE, and are registered trademarks.
For further information , contact : Tektronix , Inc. , P.O. Box 500,
Beaverton , OR 97077. Phone: (503) 627-7111 ; TWX:
(910) 467-8708; TLX : 151754; Cable : TEKWSGT. Subsidiaries
and distributors worldwide.
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